Introduction
Model interpretation, or explanation of a machine learning classifier, aims to extract generalizable knowledge from a trained classifier into a human-understandable format, for various purposes such as model assessment, debugging and trust. From a computational viewpoint, it is formulated as approximating the target classifier using a simpler interpretable model, such as rule models like a decision set/list/tree. Often, this approximation is handled as standard supervised learning and the only difference is that the labels are provided by the target classifier instead of ground truth. This paradigm is particularly popular because there exists a variety of well-studied supervised algorithms for learning an interpretable classifier.
However, we argue that this paradigm is suboptimal for it does not utilize the unique property of the model interpretation problem, that is, the ability to generate synthetic instances and query the target classifier for their labels. We call this the active-query property, suggesting that we should consider model interpretation from an active learning perspective. Following this insight, we argue that the active-query property should be employed when designing a model interpretation algorithm, and that the generation of synthetic instances should be integrated seamlessly with the algorithm that learns the model interpretation. In this paper, we demonstrate that by doing so, it is possible to achieve more faithful interpretation with simpler model complexity. As a technical contribution, we present an active algorithm Active Decision Set Induction (ADS) to learn a decision set, a set of if-else rules, for model interpretation. ADS performs a local search over the space of all decision sets. In every iteration, ADS computes confidence intervals for the value of the objective function of all local actions and utilizes active-query to determine the best one to apply.
Related work
We discuss global model interpretation methods that approximate the global behavior of a target classifier and we further restrict ourselves to rule-based methods.
First introduced is the mainstream of model interpretation methods which we refer to as passive methods, in the sense that it approximates a fixed-sized dataset labelled by the target classifier, rather than the target classifier itself. Lakkaraju et al. (2017 Lakkaraju et al. ( , 2019 learns a decision set for model interpretation by jointly optimizing interpretability and approximation faithfulness on the relabelled dataset. Following this widely-cited approach, a variety of alternative algorithms for learning an interpretable classifier (Lakkaraju et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017) can be applied in the context of model interpretation. But the problem is that the given dataset, in practice, may not be good enough to reveal the true decision boundary of the target classifier and and thus whether this interpretable simpler model can faithfully approximate the target classifier is in question. The approaches of Ming et al. (2018) ; Paçaci et al. (2019) ; Sushil et al. (2018) first augment the dataset and then apply the main algorithm for learning an interpretable model. For example, Ming et al. (2018) first estimate the data distribution and then sample an arbitrarily large dataset. Passive methods can utilize new data instances, but only as preprocessing which is separate from the main learning algorithm, and thus we argue is suboptimal.
Another line of work, which we call bottom-up methods, applies two-phase local-to-global algorithms leveraging the relatively well-studied local interpretation methods (Ribeiro et al., 2016 (Ribeiro et al., , 2018 . The idea is to first construct a local interpretation for each instance in the dataset, and then select a subset of them to produce a global interpretation.
Lastly, we introduce the work closest to ours, DT-Extract (Bastani et al., 2017) , as it integrates active-query seamlessly into the algorithm. It modifies the classic decision tree algorithm CART by generating new instances at each node to select the best split and thus better approximates the target classifier. We believe this tree-growing approach has been re-invented many times (Bastani et al., 2017; Craven, 1996; Breiman and Shang, 1996) though in different contexts and suffers from the inherent drawback of decision tree methods, that its approximation does not consider interpretability explicitly. In order to be interpretable, the number of node splits is hard-coded and thus the number of leaf nodes is controlled. We refer to these methods as top-down methods.
Definitions and Problem Formulation
We are given a pre-trained binary classifier f that receives an instance x and returns a prediction f (x) ∈ {0, 1}. Let X = {x} n = {(a 1 , a 2 , ..., a m )} n represent an instance set of n instances with m attributes. The input space is defined as D x = {dom(a i )} m . The form of model interpretation is a decision set, consisting of a set of if-then rules. It predicts the positive class if at least one of the rules is satisfied and predicts the negative class otherwise. A condition (clause) c consists of an attribute and a range of values this attribute can take. Conditions on continuous attributes are specified as bounded intervals, for example, 'price' ∈ [2.33, 10], and conditions on categorical features as a list of values, for example, 'state' ∈ {California, Texas}. A rule is a conjunction of conditions r = c 1 ∧ c 2 ∧ ... ∧ c |r| . We use r(·) to represent the Boolean function r(·) : D x → {0, 1}, which computes whether or not an instance x satisfies r. Definition 1. A decision set is a set of rules, denoted as S = {r 1 , r 2 , ...}. An instance is predicted as positive if it satisfies at least one of the rules, as defined by S(·): S(x) = 1 ∃r ∈ S, r(x) = 1 0 otherwise.
Our goal is to determine a decision set S that maximizes a simple objective function
] measures the faithfulness of the approximation of our decision set to the target classifier, defined as the expected accuracy over the input space. |S| denotes the number of rules in S as a measure of interpretability. λ is a tunable hyper-parameter set to 0.01 by default, meaning that a 1% accuracy improvement is worth adding an extra rule.
Remark. The design of the objective function is not the focus of this paper. Any reasonable objective could be used instead, such as Lakkaraju et al. (2016 Lakkaraju et al. ( , 2019 ; Wang et al. (2017) , as interpretability comes in different forms in different domains (Freitas, 2014; Huysmans et al., 2011) .
Active Decision Set Induction for model interpretation
Given a target classifier f and a data set of real data instances X, our goal is to find a decision set that maximizes the objective function Q. We propose a local search algorithm called Active Decision Set Induction (ADS) which utilizes active query to determine the best action in each iteration. The decision set S is initialized as empty. In each iteration, a set of actions A that locally modify the current decision set is generated, among which the best action a ∈ A is determined and then applied to maximize Q. The actions considered at each iteration are modifications of the current decision set of the following types, adding/removing a rule, adding/removing/modifying a condition of a rule. After actions are generated, active query is utilized to determine the increase of objective function after applying an action. To escape from local optima, a simple -greedy strategy is employed: with probability , the algorithm chooses a random action.
When to utilize active query? In the framework of local search, the best action for maximizing the objective is chosen and applied. For the problem of model interpretation, it is non-trivial to determine the best action, because the faithfulness term
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an empty set of synthetic instances 5:
for t = 1, 2, . . . , N max do 6:
A ← GenerateActions(S t−1 ) Add/remove a rule, etc 7:
while L a * < U a do 10:
x 1 ← GenerateSyntheticInstances(r a * , X); y 1 ← f (x 1 )
11:
x 2 ← GenerateSyntheticInstances(r a , X); y 2 ← f (x 2 ) synthetic instances 12: 
end for 20:
return S max 21: end procedure Algorithm 1: The ADS algorithm synthetic instances. It is, at this point of time, for determining the best action that active query is utilized. We borrow ideas from the best arm identification problem for pure-exploration bandits (Audibert and Bubeck, 2010; Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012; Kaufmann and Kalyanakrishnan, 2013), particularly LUCB(Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012) . Note that since the rules of S are descriptive, we can use the rules to generate new instances and query the classifier to better estimateθ S , and thus determine the best action. For estimatingQ after applying an action a on the current decision set S, a confidence interval is computed to construct a lower and an upper bound forQ. For some exploration rate β, the lower bound and upper bound for an action a are computed as:
β is a hyper-parameter that controlls the confidence level, and ρ(r a ) = N (ra) V (ra) defines the relative density: r a is the rule that is added, removed or modified by action a, N (r a ) denotes the number of instances covered by this rule N (r a ) = |{x|r a (x) = 1}| and V (r a ) denotes the volume of input space covered by r a . ρ 0 is the pre-computed density of the given dataset over the entire input space.
Utilizing active-query exhaustively for each local action is possible, but the total number of actions can be very large, not to mention that we have to do it for each iteration. Therefore, we use an adaptive sampling scheme (Kaufmann and Kalyanakrishnan, 2013) focusing on only two well-chosen candidate actions: 1) the empirically best action that has the highest empirical estimate a * ← argmax a∈AQ (a(S)) and 2) the most optimistic action that has the highest upper bound a ← argmax a∈A,a =a * U a . New instances are generated and queried to update the estimate and the bounds of the objective function for these two candidate actions. This process continues until the lower bound of a * is higher than the upper bound of a , i.e., L a * > U a . If this termination condition is met, then we are confident that a * is the best action among all other actions a ∈ A under the exploration rate β. a * is then applied, i.e, S is replaced by a * (S) and the next iteration is started. Remark. When β = 0, no synthetic instances will be generated and queried as the termination condition will be immediately met. ADS then reduces to a passive approximation.
How to generate instances for active query? The descriptive nature of rules gives us an opportunity to generate new instances to query in order to refine the estimate of the value of the objective function after applying an action. In order to distinguishQ(a * (S)) andQ(a (S)) to determine the best action, at each round, one synthetic instance is generated for both a * and a , and their labels are obtained by querying the classifier f . The generation of new instances is formulated as pool-based sampling: we first generate a pool of candidate instances and then select one to label. For generating a pool of synthetic instances as candidates for action a, note that the alternative actions considered at an iteration have only an edit distance of 1 from S, we focus on r a , the rule modified by a. A pool of instances X pool = {x|r a (x) = 1} is randomly generated.
We devise a simple pool-generation scheme called Counterfactual Sampling to generate the random pool X pool . We randomly pick instances from {x|x ∈ X ∪ X , r a (x) = 0} and modify them to satisfy r a (x) = 1. Instances are modified to satisfy r a by replacing the value of the specified attributes by the condition of r a with uniform-randomly sampled values. For example, given r a = {'price' ∈ [2.33, 10]} specified on the 'price' attribute and a data instance x = {'state' = 'Texas', 'price' = 1} that r a (x) = 0, the modified instance x will be {'state' = 'Texas', 'price' = 5} where 5 is drawn uniformly from [2.33, 10] and now r a (x ) = 1. The rationale for this counterfactual sampling is as follows. To sample X pool , we first tried uniform randomness but it did not work well. Probably because the generated instances are not from the data distribution P (X). We also tried to first estimate P (X) and then perform rejection-sampling {x|x ∼ P (X), r a (x) = 1}, which improved the performance only slightly, perhaps because the quality of estimation of P (X) matters and estimating P (X) is already very hard. The proposed Counterfactual sampling avoids estimating the true data distribution P (X) and still works well to generate instances as if they were from P (X).
For selecting an instance to label, one synthetic instance that maximizes the distance to its nearest neighbor among all existing instances satisfying r a ({x|r a (x) = 1, x ∈ X ∪ X }) is selected from the candidate pool. We then query f to get the label and append it to X to refineQ(a(S)). Remark. While more sophisticated heuristics for uncertainty-based sampling exist (MacKay, 1992; Bryan et al., 2006) , we choose to use the largest distance to its nearest neighbor as the sampling criteria, not only because most of the uncertainty measures are essentially based on it, but also we find that it works well and is computationally efficient.
Evaluation
We run experiments on the Income Census Prediction (Adult) dataset (Kohavi, 1996) , for it is a widely-used and relatively large tabular dataset (48842 instances). We use a 90%-10% train-test split and train a 5-layer fully-connected Deep Neural Network on the training set. Model interpretation methods are also applied on the train set and evaluated on the test set.
We analyze the dependency of ADS from different choices of the hyper-parameters λ and β. We run ADS for different values of β and report the curve of F1 score v.s. |S| in Figure 1 . For a given value of β, we vary λ to get different numbers of rules. Note that the exploration rate β controls the number of active queries: a larger β will use more active queries while β ← 0 reduces ADS to passive mode without generating any synthetic instances. We find that as β gets larger, the curve moves towards the top-left corner, indicating that ADS can achieve better approximation with even fewer rules with the help of active query.
We then compare ADS with several baselines on various metrics for both faithfulness (F1 score, precision and recall) and interpretability (number of rules, number of conditions, etc). For baselines, we consider one representative method for each of three categories (passive,bottom-up, top-down) discussed in Related Work. For passive methods, we choose SBRL+ (Ming et al., 2018) which first enlarges the dataset and then learns a Scalable Bayesian Rule List (SBRL) (Yang et al., 2017) . We replace SBRL with Bayesian Rule Set (BRS) (Wang et al., 2017) for a fair comparison and call this BRS+. For bottom-up methods that merge local interpretations into a global one, we choose SPanchor (Ribeiro et al., 2018) . As a representative of top-down active methods, DT-Extract (Bastani et al., 2017) is also compared. All root-to-leaf paths are extracted as decision rules from the tree. For SP-anchor and DT-Extract, since the number of rules can be controlled through hyper-parameters, we force them to produce the same number of rules as ADS. The result presented in Table 1 shows that ADS significantly outperforms the baselines in all faithfulness metrics (except precision) and in all interpretability metrics. Compared to ADS non active, ADS greatly improves the recall and F1score. SP-anchor and DT-Extract produce rules of very high precision but surprisingly low recall, in some way failing the purpose of approximating the global behavior of the target classifier. Table 1 : comparison of ADS against baselines Figure 2 shows the results of a comparison against more kinds of models other than decision sets by enlarging the dataset as preprocessing (Ming et al., 2018) with the same number of new instances generated by ADS. We observe that
• ADS is very competitive, while it only consists of a few human-readable rules. These rules are unordered and thus can be inspected separately, which makes ADS (decision set method) superior for interpretability compared other models like decision list and tree. ADS is comparable in terms of faithfulness with SVM and DNN which have massive parameters and are generally considered as not interpretable.
• Integrating the generation of synthetic instances into the algorithm gives a better improvement, while enlarging the dataset as preprocessing generally improves these passive methods only slightly. This also indicates the potential of designing an active model interpretation algorithm for SBRL, Random Forest, etc. Figure 2: comparison of ADS against more kinds of models
Conclusion
In this paper, we present ADS, an active approach for model interpretation and demonstrate that integrating active-query into the algorithm is beneficial for finding better model interpretations, in terms of both faithfulness and interpretability. Though ADS is only a simple algorithm and needs further polishing, our preliminary experimental results suggest that the active-query paradigm is promising for designing advanced model interpretation algorithms, especially iteration-based discrete optimization algorithms.
limitations. The main limitations of ADS is that its algorithm still appears to be too weak in terms of optimality. The greedy hill-climbing does not ensure convergence and taking the greedy action sometimes may not give the best result. It might make more sense to identify the best action to apply considering a longer range of iterations. Second, because of the generated synthetic instances, the estimate of the objective function Q is biased by the local search procedure and the given dataset. A clever way to solve this issue is desired. Last, the ADS method, as well as most of the related methods we discussed, do not consider the role of uncertainty which is indeed very crucial for model interpretation.
